
Freak Music is proud to present the "Chilltone" - collection of beautiful, chilled out sounds, MIDI 
construction kits, percussion elements, top loops, liquid percussive claps, FX samples, sub kicks, 
natural atmospheric textures, Spire presets and a lot of more content created just for you. It is also a 
wonderful selection of melodic elements such as warm bass’, harmonic drums,  atmospheric plucks,
vintage keys, and of course some versatile, rich pads. Utilise the stacks to allow for quick 
inspiration when piecing together your productions. This product comes to create a new path in 
music production, draw new lines in the chillstep genre, make music more beautiful, harmonic and 
calming. With chilled out samples, harmonic loops, perfectly crafted presets and MIDI chord 
progressions, you will be able to create something new in the music industry. By bringing you the 
freshest set of chilled electronica, these sounds will feel right in ambient, chillstep, and chilled 
styles of production.

The additional Live 10 template shows how to create a professional track in the style of emotional 
chillstep. You will be able to dissect the overall song structure. It includes a complete arrangement 
with effects, MIDI data, automation, samples and presets. Take apart and learn from the drum 
programming and processing. Learn to program the rhythm and beats like all the best. 
Even if you’re not a user of Ableton Live, you will find all of the loops, samples, MIDI sequences, 
WAV patches and presets exported separately in the folder! It is awesome how versatile and 
universal can a sample pack be.

We have included midi files for absolutely all melodic content giving the end producer 100% 
control to change tempo, velocity or key and also customize the loops to your own exact 
requirements. You’ll get melodic loops featuring chord progressions, so your final track sounds 
absolutely professional and top quality. Every single sound in this product is 100% royalty-free, so 
once purchased, you can use them in your commercial releases without having to pay any hidden 
costs. This toolkit is true essential for every producer who’s looking for fresh and modern sounds!

Features:
• 32 Reveal Sound's Spire Presets
• 10 MIDI Construction Kits
• Ableton Live 10 Template
• 35 WAV Loops Exported
• 18 MIDI Files Exported
• 8 Spire Presets Exported
• 60 Percussion Elements
• 30 Chilled Top Loops
• 20 Sub Kicks
• 10 FX Samples
• 10 Percussive Claps
• 20 Atmospheric Textures
• 11 Mixdown previews
• 48 MIDIs in total
• 286 Files in total
• 100% Royalty-Free


